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Summary 

The UK Government’s HESA Data Futures project has both changed in scope and 

timeframe.  Attached is an update on this project, what the School has achieved to 

date and what still needs to be achieved.  The changing technical specification has 

been particularly challenging for the team. 

The overall responsibility for this project resides within the Registry Department but 

the work streams involve staff across most professional services areas including 

Finance, Student Affairs, Research, Music, Drama and Facilities. 

Recommendation 

Members are asked to note the report. 

 

 

 

Katharine Lewis 

Secretary & Dean of Students 

Email: katharine.lewis@gsmd.ac.uk  

or call via MS Teams 
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Main report 

 
Update for Audit and Risk Management Committee 
 

HESA Data Futures - to replace the HESA student return 
 
 
Data Futures is the biggest change in the history of HESA statutory reporting.   
From the outset in 2018 this was huge project requiring significant remodelling of the 
Schools’ processes & systems.  The project was supposed to take two years to 
complete with yearly ongoing changes expected after completion, alongside the 
management of the new continuous reporting cycle. However, the size of the project 
for the sector was under-estimated by HESA and this delayed the production of the 
technical specifications, in looking at the issues around the technical specifications 
the scope of the project also changed over time.  Then Covid-19 delayed matters 
further. 
 
The HESA data futures project limits the Registry’s involvement in any other major 
projects or SITS developments during the preparation and initial implementation 
years. 
 
 
Timeframes 
 
Original timeframe: sign-off on the School being Data Futures ready was October 
2019 with a mandatory trial Data Futures return required to be submitted in early 
2020. 
 
New timeframe: sign-off on the School being Data Futures ready is due in 2021 
(date to be confirmed), with a mandatory trial & retrospective 2022/23 collection on 
the new data platform, followed by in-year reporting in 2023/24 (three Data Futures 
returns throughout the year). 
 
 
Change of scope 
 

• Original scope - Continuous reporting cycle throughout, which was not restricted 
by academic year, with three sign off dates per year. HESA was expecting data 
to be received daily, weekly, monthly etc. and not necessarily in three big chunks 
around the sign off dates. There was to be no estimating – data was expected to 
be “known” at the point of returning it. It also encompassed new and revised data 
sets not previously collected. The use of data errors & warnings were be 
removed and replaced with tolerance levels – every item of data to have a 
tolerance level - with many being 0. Tolerance levels would be negotiated on an 
individual institution level and all would have to be agreed by all stakeholders. 
There would be a continuous data checking and cleansing cycle. 

 

• New scope - ‘Discrete’ reporting to reflect the current data at three points during 
the academic year and three sign off dates per year (note currently one sign-off a 



year).  Each will require a full and clean return to be submitted. Each collection 
will operate independently from any others i.e. previously reported data will need 
to be reported again regardless of change. There will be Quality Rules resulting 
in errors & warnings - reports will compare the incoming data with that sent in 
previous collections to ensure consistency and look at changes over time. 
Tolerances that can be adjusted on a per-provider basis might also be 
introduced.  There remain new and revised data sets not previously collected. 

 
 
Actions undertaken to date to prepare 
 
Please note the Registry team has had to be very flexible during this time, as work 
has had to be adapted to reflect the changing scope at the national level. 
 

• All data fields reviewed and location identified in SITS (student record system) - 
exploring what fields would need to stay, be amended, deleted or created. 

• All 169 Data Futures fields reviewed and locations identified SITS - exploring 
which Data Futures fields:  

o Map to existing fields 
o Are variations of existing fields 
o Are new fields (do not have a counterpart in the current HESA Student 

Return) 
o which fields from the current HESA Student Record do not have a Data 

Futures counterpart 

• Work streams established for each area/process – admissions/enrolment, 
assessment and progression and completion, research etc – to review processes 
and timings in the collection of data 

• Regulation and policies already adapted in anticipation of changes, processes 
adapted in anticipation of changes 

• Review of non-standard student records (eg Erasmus, transfers, students who 
apply for another course) and how these will need to be approached under 
HESA Data Futures. 

• SITS consultancy  
 
 
Actions still to undertake 
 

• There are 169 Data Futures fields and each will need to be considered by at least 
one team (complex fields may need to be considered by several teams). Teams 
consist of dozens of colleagues from many departments across the School and 
teams will need to meet regularly. 

• For each field, the following will need to be established: 
o If the field maps closely to an existing data element, how this data is 

collected and whether this is sufficient/in line with Data Futures 
specification 

o If the field is new or significantly different from its current counterpart, how 
the data should be collected 

o Changes in data storage and reporting 
o How the data would be managed and validated, especially in the context 

of short turnaround times as dictated by triannual returns  



• After the above analysis has been carried out, where a change in process or the 
creation of new processes are required (we expect this to be the case for the 
majority of fields), potential solutions will need to be explored.  
Choice of solution/process will need to balance the impact on existing processes, 
time-intensiveness, ease of implementation, expense and technological 
availability.   

• Any changes in process will need to be built, tested and documented before 
implementation, with data collection overlaps with other returns also needing to 
be monitored. 

• A huge amount of SITS development work will need to be undertaken to prepare 
the system for Data Futures and ensure it works with the School’s existing set-up 
and data. New processes will be created and staff will need to test all elements, 
both being time-intensive exercises. Extensive documentation will need to be 
created to cover all SITS fields, screens, set-ups and processes to ensure that 
future changes can be mapped back and for ongoing training purposes 

• Further SITS consultancy 
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